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1 INTRODUCTION 

The best way to define DORIS architectural design is to explain the different modules 
implemented in its technical architecture used to gather, process, analyse, and store 
data from EU surveys, and later to visualise the results through the tool. 

There will also be a section that explains which requirements within the "D02.01. 
Requirement Analysis Report" are fulfilled by DORIS architecture, indicating the 
module used. 

The last section explains the requirements that are not covered or are partially covered 
in order to define the modules or techniques that must be developed.   
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2 DORIS AS-IS TECHNOLOGICAL ARCHITECTURE 

This section explains the technologies to be used and the methods used in gathering, 
processing, analysing and visualising the data necessary to develop the system. 

The architecture is represented in the following diagram, which shows the flow of data 
processing and visualisations through the different architecture sections.  

 

 

Figure 1 – Architecture diagram 
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2.1 Data Processing 

This subsection describes how the different processes will be implemented 

 First step 2.1.1

The data introduced by citizens who have completed OPC surveys will be 
collected in an XLS file, which will later be stored in MongoDB. The storage 
process will be performed by a Java Class, which will be implemented whenever 
there is an XLS file available. The Java Class reads the information contained in 
each column of the XLS file and maps it to MongoDB fields.  

 

Figure 2 – Information gathering flow 

 Second step 2.1.2

There will also be a back-end tool built with Angular, a Java Script Framework. 
The back-end tool will be available to the administrators, allowing them to insert 
metadata to be associated to every item of the previously stored data. These 
metadata will be used to distinguish what information has been introduced 
through a predefined list of answers or closed questions (YES or NO answers), 
and what information has been introduced through open questions (such as "If 
yes, please explain"). 

A Java API will be used to take the data stored in MongoDB and visualise it in the 
back-end tool. The metadata introduced by the administrator through the back-
end tool will also be stored in MongoDB by the Java API. 

 

Figure 3 – Metadata insertion process 
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 Third step  2.1.3

Another module (Importer) will collect the data stored in MongoDB in order to 
process it, yielding the following results: 

- Checking the data language: This will ensure working only with data in 
English. The Java process will collect all the open question answers from 
MongoDB and send them to Apache TIKA. Apache TIKA is a toolkit that 
contains an automatic language detection feature, which returns data on the 
languages of the responses. If the open question answers are in other 
languages, they will be sent to DIGIT for translation.  
 

- Obtaining the data’s keywords and sentiments: In this step, the Java 
module will send the data to the Python API. The Python API will be used to 
analyse and process the data to obtain its keywords. It will also send the data 
to the Stanford CoreNLP API, which will determine the sentiment of each 
open answer. These sentiments will then be returned to the Python API, 
which will send them back to the Java module along with the keywords. 

 
- Storing the information: Finally, all the information with its assigned 

sentiments and translations will be stored in MongoDB. After that, a process 
will be run in order take all the information from MongoDB and store it in Solr 
using the API REST provided by Solr. 

 

Figure 4 – Importer process 

 

2.2 Data Visualisation 

Data visualisation is a procedure based on data processing models to aid decision-
making. This subsection describes how the data will be used to build displays once it 
has been processed.  
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There will be a front-end tool that will be built using Angular, like the back-end one 
described above. The front-end tool will allow users to analyse the results.  

The data displayed through the front-end will be retrieved from MongoDB and Solr: 

 Access to the data, to the most frequent keywords, and to the sentiment results 
will be through Java API.. 

 Data related to the clustering will be displayed through a Solr instance that 
connects with the Carrot algorithm to automatically organise (in real time) the 
stored data into thematic categories, returning them later.  

 

 

Figure 5 – Data visualisation flow 
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3 FUNCTIONAL GAP ANALYSIS  

This section presents all the requirements collected in the "D02.01. Requirement Analysis Report" deliverable, reflecting their purposes and 
describing which DORIS module will cover each one.  

The table below contains the following information: 

- Business ID requirements: Shows the ID requirement used in the requirement analysis report. 
- Title: Shows the title of the ID requirement. 
- Description of requirement: Describes the aim of the requirement 
- Implemented by DORIS: Displays whether the DORIS architecture fulfils the requirement or not (we use the ‘X’ symbol to show an 

unfulfilled requirement and the check symbol to show a fulfilled requirement.  
- Module: Lists the DORIS module that fulfils the requirement. 
- Reason: Defines the functionality of the module. 

 

Business ID 
requirements 

Title Description of requirement Implemented 

by DORIS  

Module Reason 

Req. 01 Loading data from 
multiple sources 

A tool that must be able to read 
data from different sources such as 
local text or CSV files, social 
networks, databases, etc. 

 
  

Req. 02 Elimination of 
duplicates 

A tool that must be able to identify 
and eliminate the duplicate data in 
the pre-processing stage. 

 
  

Req. 03 Identification of 
campaigns 

A tool that must be able to identify 
campaigns with inputs from 
different stakeholders, following the 
same pattern of answers or even 
identical answers. 

 
  

Req. 04 Analysis of 
campaigns 

After identifying campaigns, a 
critical analysis of data from OPCs 
must be performed to obtain key 
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elements for analysis and reporting 
of the results. 

Req. 05 Analysis of 
multilingual inputs 
(open questions) 

This essential business 
requirement refers to the ability to 
analyse inputs received in different 
languages from stakeholders from 
all Member States 


(*) Importer (Third step)  Once the Java process collects the open 

questions from MongoDB, an automatic 
language detection is done via Apache 
TIKA to realise the analysis. In order to 
have data in one single language and get 
an overview of the results, any open 
answers in a language other than English 
are sent to DIGIT for translation. 

Req. 06 Identification of 
key sentences and 
words (open 
questions) 

The ability to find key sentences 
and words when analysing open 
question answers to better 
understand their perspective, 
which is the main purpose of the 
OPCs. 

 Importer (Third step)  Once the open question answers are in 
English, they are sent to the Python API 
which analyses and processes the data to 
obtain the key sentences and words. 

Req. 07 Sentiment and 
emotion analysis 
(open questions) 

A more finely tuned analysis of 
sentiments, beyond  the 
classification of opinions as 
positive, negative or neutral; in 
which texts can be classified 
according to emotions such as  
happiness, anger, sadness, fear, 
etc 


(*) Importer (Third step)  Following the data processing flow 

explained in the requirement above, the 
Python API sends the information to the 
Stanford CoreNLP API, which determines 
the sentiment of each open question 
answer, but does not determine the 
emotion. 

Req. 08 Clustering of 
similar opinions 
(open questions) 

Clustering similar opinions can 
help understand particularities 
associated with people of similar 
opinions on a specific topic 

 Importer (Third step) The carrot algorithm collects the data 
stored in Solr  and automatically organises 
it in real time into thematic categories. 

Req. 09 Position papers The stakeholders can share their 
views about the topic of discussion 
by submitting a position paper to 
the European Commission. 

   

Req. 10 Analysis of closed 
questions 

It is essential to have mechanisms 
to allow stakeholders to analyse 
closed questions (such as 
descriptive analyses, graphs, etc) 

 Data Visualisation The front-end tool is developed to  allow 
users to analyse the results through bar 
and pie charts using filters. The results are 
collected from Solr through the API REST. 
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Req. 11 Visualisation of the 
results 

The results need to be presented 
in a user friendly way, regardless 
of the type of question (open or 
closed). 

 Data Visualisation.  The front-end tool is available to users, 
allowing them to visualise the results in a 
dashboard that communicates the 
information clearly and efficiently via 
graphics, such as tables, charts and 
maps. 

Req. 12 Reporting the 
results 

It is important to be able to 
download the results together in a 
report. 

   

Req. 13 Confidentiality The information being analysed is 
personal and the tool should 
guarantee the confidentiality of the 
respondents. 

   

Req. 14 Minimal human 
intervention 

The tool should minimise the level 
of human intervention even though, 
due to the nature of text mining 
analysis, some would be required. 


(*) Importer (Third step).  The Carrot algorithm automatically 

organises  the stored data in clusters, but 
is not able to automatically categorise it. 
Human intervention will always be 
necessary for categorisation 

(*) partially implemented. 
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4 TO-BE ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW  

In this section, we suggest the changes to be made to the DORIS architecture in order 
to fulfil all of the requirements.  

These changes include the development of new analytical techniques, creation of new 
modules, and modification of some existing ones. The definition of these changes are: 

 Req. 01 – Loading data from multiple sources 

The storage process, performed by the Java Class, should be adapted for 
gathering information from multiple sources as follows:  

- Files: Not only XLS (as currently), but also other kinds of files, such as 
CSV or XML, with a previously determined structure. 

- Social networks: Develop a module that collects the information in real 
time. 

- Databases: Develop a module that connects the system with Mongo DB 
through basic validations. 

 Req. 02 – Elimination of duplicates 

Before storing the data in MongoDB, it is necessary to perform a pre-processing 
data validation to avoid duplicate and incorrect data. 

It will be necessary to modify the Java Class. Each time a record from a CSV or 
XLS file is read, it should be checked that no identical record exists in the 
database. If the new information already exists, the storage process will not be 
performed. By performing this action, we will avoid having duplicate information 
in the database.  

 Req. 03 – Identification of campaigns 

Once the data has passed the process of duplicate data elimination and has 
been stored in the database, a module must be created that identifies the data 
that is likely to be part of campaigns. 

 Req. 04 – Analysis of campaigns 

According with the point above, it will be necessary to perform an analysis of 
the data. 

 Req. 05 – Analysis of multilingual inputs (open questions) 

The analysis of multilingual inputs will be partially implemented for open 
questions, since the system can accept with multilingual open questions but the 
analysis of them is done in English. This is because every open question is 
translated into English before being treated.  

 Req. 07 – Sentiment and emotion analysis (open questions) 

The sentiment and emotion analysis is partially implemented for open questions 
because the Stanford CoreNLP API can only provide the sentiment. In the same 
way the Stanford CoreNLP API is used to obtain the sentiments, a specific data 
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analytic module will be developed to analyse the information obtained regarding 
the emotion.  

 Req. 09 – Position papers  

A module will be created to analyse the position papers submitted by the 
stakeholders. 

 Req. 12 – Reporting the results 

It will be necessary to develop a reporting module to meet this requirement, 
which will not only allow exportation of the results to XLS, but will also support 
other formats such as PDF. This module will export data, graphs and other user 
needs. 

 Req. 13 – Confidentiality  

In order to closely match the privacy policies and data protection, all the data  
considered sensitive should be replaced by using the necessary technique. This 
technique is an anonymisation, which is based on replacing confidential data 
with labels. 

 Req. 14 – Minimal human intervention 
Once all modules and tools necessary to cover all requirements have been 
developed, the system will minimise human intervention in the process. 
However, being analytical techniques, human intervention will always be 
necessary, although it may be limited. 


